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Abstract 
We propose here a systematic formal study of the splicing operation introduced by Head as 
a model of recombinant behavior of DNA. We consider both simple and iterated splicing, with 
respect o a finite or an infinite set of splicing rules, in the latter case the whole set of rules 
constituting a regular language. Relations between these operations and usual operations with 
languages are investigated, as well as the closure of Chomsky language families under these 
splicing operations. A series of open problems are formulated too. 
I. Introduction 
In his pioneering paper [11], Head has proposed the following operation, called 
splicing, for describing the recombination of  DNA sequences under the influence of 
restriction enzymes (which cut DNA sequences in parts) and ligases (which paste parts 
into new DNA sequences): having two strings uctflv and u~a~fl'v ' over some alphabet A
(all u, ~, r, v, u ~, a t, fl~, v ~ are strings over A) and the splicing rule (~, r; ~, fl~), then the 
string u~fl'v' can be produced. (The sequences uaflv, uP~fl'v ' are cut at sites aft, 7'fl~, 
respectively, and then u~, fl~v ~ constitute a new accepted sequence.) A pair (A,R), where 
A is an alphabet and R is a finite set of  splicing rules, is called a splicing scheme. 
Starting from a language L, by iterated application of  splicing operations according to 
rules in R, we obtain the splicing language associated to L by the scheme (A,R). 
Note. We have used here the simplified form of writing the splicing operation of  [ 11 ], 
namely as it appears in [8,18]. In [11] the splicing rules are given in the form (~,x, 
r;  ~, x, fl~), which corresponds to rules (~x, r ;  c(x, fl') as above. Moreover, in [ 11 ] and 
in a series of  subsequent papers, the splicing rules are considered symmetric: from 
u~flv, u'~'fl'v', by a rule (~,fl;c~',fl') both u~fl'v' and u'ct'flv are produced. The sym- 
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metric case corresponds to considering the rule (a', fl'; ~, r )  together with (~, r; ~', fl'); 
here we choose the unrestricted case, when symmetry is not automatically imposed. 
We consider here the (idea of) splicing operation as an operation with abstract 
strings and languages, looking mainly for the relation between such operations and 
usual operations in formal anguage theory and for the closure of families of languages 
(in Chomsky hierarchy) under such operations. 
In [11] it is proved that starting from a finite language L, the splicing language 
associated to L by a splicing scheme with certain properties (persistent) is regular 
(even locally testable in the sense of [16,5]). Answering a question in [11], Culik and 
Harju [3] have proved that even starting from regular languages and using arbitrary 
splicing schemes, the obtained splicing language is still regular. A simplified proof of 
this important result can be found in [18]. 
Two natural problems which were not approached in the mentioned papers are: 
1. What about splicing languages associated to context-free languages (or to other 
types of non-regular languages)? 
2. What about using splicing schemes with infinitely many rules (the set of rules 
having however some "nice" properties - being regular, for example)? 
These problems are natural not only from formal language theory point of view, but 
also in view of the initial motivation of the splicing operation: according to [2,22], the 
DNA code languages are not regular (even not context-free), hence on the one hand we 
have to consider the recombination of strings in (context-free) non-regular languages 
(problem 1 above), and on the other hand, we have to look for splicing operations 
which lead to non-regular (maybe also non-context-free) languages (problem 2 above 
could be a way towards such a goal). 
We give here only partial answers to these two problems: (1) if the splicing scheme 
has radius one (all ~, r, ~t, ff in splicing rules are strings of length at most one), then the 
context-freeness i  preserved; (2) infinite, but regular, splicing schemes applied only 
finitely many times preserve the regularity and the context-freeness. (Starting from 
linear or context-sensitive languages, even one use only of a splicing scheme with 
radius one can lead to non-linear and to non-context-sensitive languages, respectively.) 
Moreover, every regular language is the coding of the splicing language associated to 
a finite language by a splicing scheme of radius one, which shows that the family 
of such splicing languages is "almost equal" (modulo a coding) with the family of 
regular languages. In the linear case, the radius of the splicing rules (the maximum 
length of strings c~, r, ct ~, ff in splicing rules) is shown to induce an infinite hierarchy 
of languages. 
We want to emphasize here once again that our approach is language-theoretic 
oriented. For instance, we do not care about he size of the alphabets we work with. As 
usual in formal language theory, every language has a finite alphabet, of non-restricted 
size, part of an available countable set of abstract symbols. However, the splicing op- 
eration has been introduced in the framework of genetic recombinations, where the 
alphabet consists of four letters only: A, T, C, and G. Because the strings over an 
arbitrary (finite) alphabet can be codified in a one-to-one manner by strings over two 
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letters, most of the results in formal language theory are the same when restricting the 
alphabet (to at most four but at least two letters). Also part of the results in this paper 
remain true when working with four (even two) symbols - but not those where the 
length of strings is important, because the above-mentioned codification modifies the 
length. 
The main meta-mathematical result of this paper is a further evidence for the fact 
that the splicing operation raises appealing problems for formal language theorists. 
(Such problems appear also in [12], for instance in relation with languages consist- 
ing of circular words. It is also formulated in [12] the question of relating splic- 
ing to usual operations with languages. The present paper is a first answer to this 
question.) Hopefully, the answer to such problems will also be useful to 
geneticians. 
2. Variants of the splicing operation 
For an alphabet A, we denote by A* the set of all strings over A, by 2 the empty 
string, and A + = A*-{2}. The length ofx E A* is denoted by Ix]. The families of finite, 
regular, linear, context-free, context-sensitive, and recursively enumerable anguages are 
denoted by FIN, REG, LIN, CF, CS, RE, respectively. We assume the reader is familiar 
with basic elements of formal language theory, for instance, with notions as: Chomsky 
grammar, morphism, restricted morphism (a morphism h for which there is a constant k
such that ]w I <~k]h(w)] for all non-empty strings w), finite substitution, basic operations 
on languages, generalized sequential machine (which is a finite automaton with output; 
we write, shortly, gsm), etc. If necessary, [9,14,21] can be consulted. By N we denote 
the set of strictly positive natural numbers. In many cases, the singleton sets {x} will 
be written simply x. 
The basic general notion of splicing we consider here is the following one: 
A regular splicing scheme is a pair ~r = (A,R), where A is an alphabet and R is 
a regular language contained in A*#A*$A*#A*, for #,$ two special symbols not in A 
(we use # instead of a comma and $ instead of a semicolon, thus writing c~#fl$c~'#fl' 
instead of (e, fl; c(,/V) as in Introduction). 
If R is a finite language, then ~r is said to be a finite splicin 9 scheme. When, for 
given k,k>~ 1, we have lull ~<k, 1~<i~<4, for every Ul#U2$U3#U4 E R, then ~r is called a 
k-limited splicin9 scheme. The l-limited schemes (called of radius one in Introduction, 
following the terminology of [11]) are also called unary splicin9 schemes. 
For a splicing scheme ~r = (A,R) and two strings x,y E A* we define the set 
G(X, y )  = {UUlU41)t[X = UUlU2V , y = UtU3b141f" , 
for some u, v, d, v ~ E A*, and 
Ul#U2$U3#U4 E R}. 
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Then, for a language L CA* we define the splicing of  L with respect to (r, by 
= L u [.J ~r(x, y). o'(L) 
x,yEL 
The iterated splicing o f  L with respect to a is defined as the smallest (in the sense 
of inclusion) language L ~ CA* such that L CU and tr(U) = L'. Denoting by a*(L) 
this language, we have 
a*(L) = U a(0(L)' 
i~>0 
for 
(r(°)(L) = L, 
a(i+U(L) = a((r(i)(L)), i~>0. 
For a family F of languages, we define 
splicereg(F ) = {a(L) ] L E F, a a regular splicing scheme}, 
splicereg(F ) = {a*(L) [L E F, a a regular splicing scheme}. 
When finite or k-limited schemes are used, k >/1, we denote the corresponding families 
by splice f i,( F ), splice*fin(F), splice k ( F ), spliced(F), respectively. 
The main problem we investigate here is the relation between families F and 
splice:(F),splice*~(F), for • E {reg, f in}  U N, and F E {FIN, REG, LIN, CF, CS, RE}. 
The result of  [3,18] can be written splice*yin(REG)CREG. In the next sections we 
shall settle some other cases, while other cases remain open. 
3. The power of (non-iterated) splicing 
All families of languages we consider in this paper contain at least the languages of 
the form {a}, a being a symbol. 
Lemma 1. (i) I f  F1 C F2, then spliced(F/) C spliced(F2), splice*~(Fl ) C splice* (F2 ), for 
all a. 
(ii) For every F, F C splicel(F ) C splice2(F ) C . . .  C_ splicefin(F ) C_ splicereg(F), 
FCspl ice~(F)  C " * C " * C " * _ _ _ sphcereg(F). _ sphce 2(F)  C . . .  _ sphcefi n(F) 
Proof. All inclusions are obvious, excepting F Cspl icel(F ), F Csplice~(F). But, for 
LC_A*, a = (A U {c},R), with c ~ A, R = {c#c$c#c}, we clearly have L = a(L) = 
~*(L). [] 
Theorem 1. (i) FIN = spliced(FIN), ~ E {reg, f in}  U N, 
(ii) RE = splices(RE ) = splice*~(RE), ct E {reg, f in}  U N. 
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Proof i  Case (i) follows from Lemma 1 and the fact that a(L) is finite for finite L, In 
Case (ii) we rely on the Turing-Church thesis. [] 
L e m m a  2. I f  a family F is closed under concatenation and arbitrary gsm mappings, 
then F is closed under regular splicing. More exactly, if L E F, L C A* and a is 
a regular splicing scheme, then there are a symbol c ~ A and a gsm g such that 
a(L) = g(LcL). 
Proof .  Let F be a family of  languages as stated above, take a language L E F,L C_A*, 
and consider a regular splicing scheme, a -- (A,R), R E REG, R C A*#A*$A*#A*. Take 
a new symbol, c ~ A, and a deterministic finite automaton M -- (K,A U {#,$},so, F, 6) 
recognizing the language R. By a standard construction we can build a gsm g = 
l ! (Kf,A U {c},A,so,F ,~') which either 
(A) transforms a string w to a string w' with the following properties: 
(a) w = UUlU21)cutu3u4 vt, for UUlU21) E A*,utu3u4 vt E A*,u,v, ut, v t C A*, Ul#U2$U 3 
#U4 E R, 
(b)  w' = uulu4v', or  
(B) transforms a string wxew2 to the string wl. 
In order to perform the task (A), the gsm g works as follows: 
and leave unchanged a prefix u; - start scanning w in the state s o 
- nondeterministically, pass to the state so of  M and scan a subword ul, corresponding 
to a splicing rule ul#u2$u3#u4 in R; 
- when reaching the state of  M which can pass over #, change accordingly the state 
of g and pass to scanning the subword u2, erasing each symbol of it; 
- when reaching the state of  M which can pass over $, change accordingly the state 
of g and remove all further symbols of  A, until reaching the symbol c; continue by 
erasing symbols of  A, then, nondeterministically, return to simulating the work of 
M, namely scanning and erasing u3; 
- when reaching the state of M which can pass over the second occurrence of #, 
change accordingly the state of  g, scan the subword u4, leaving it unchanged; 
- after reaching a final state of  M, continue passing over symbols of A till the end of 
the string. 
An obvious modification of the above procedure covers the task (B), too. 
The reader can try to effectively construct his gsm g. Using it, we have 
a(L) = g(LcL). 
(Note that g(LcL) includes the language L and that the concatenation with a symbol 
can be realized by a gsm.) The mentioned closure properties o fF  ensure that or(L) E F 
when L E F. [] 
Theorem 2. REG = splice~(REG), CF = splice~(CF), for all c¢ E {reg, f in} U N. 
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Proof. Both REG and CF have the closure properties in the statement of Lemma 
2, hence they are closed under splice~, ~ as above, that is splice~(REG)CREG, 
splice~(CF) C_ CF. The converse inclusions follow from Lemma 1. [] 
Lemma 3. I f  a family F is closed under union, concatenat&n with symbols, &ter- 
section with regular sets, and unary splicing operation, then F is closed under 
concatenation. 
Proofi Let L1,L2 CA* be languages in a family F as above. Take cl,c2 f~ A and 
consider the unary splicing scheme 
= (A u {c~, c2}, {,~#e,$c2#2}). 
Then we have 
LIL2 = A* A a(LlC~ U c2L2). 
Indeed, w = xy E L1L2,x E LI ,y E L2, iff xcl E LlCl and c2y E c2L2, which is 
equivalent with xy E tT(XCl,C2y). The intersection with A* has the role of removing 
the strings in Llcl U c2L2 from o'(LlCl U c2L2). 
Consequently, the mentioned closure properties of F ensure that L1L2 E F. [] 
Theorem 3. LIN C splice 1 (LIN) C splice 2 (LIN) C . . . C splice fi n (LIN) C_ splice~eg (LIN) C 
CF. 
Proofi The inclusions are known. The previous lemma shows that splice I (L IN)-L IN 
0, since LIN is not closed under concatenation. 
For proving the strictness of the inclusion splicereg(LIN) C CF, let us return to the 
proof of Lemma 2, where ~r(L), for a a regular splicing scheme and L CA*, has 
been shown to be of the form a(L) = g(LcL) for c ~ A and g a gsm. Let g = 
(K,A U {c},A,s~o,F~,6 r) and let ql . . . . .  qr be all possible states such that, after scan- 
ning a string wc in Lc, g reaches a state qi, 1 <~i<~r. Then consider the gsm gi = 
(K,A U {c},A,sto,{qi},bt), l<~i<~r, and g~ = (K,A,A, qi,Ft, bt), l<~i<~r. We have 
g(LcL) = Lfi=lgi(Le)g~(L). (The work of g on a string WlCW2 is separated into the 
work on WlC and the work on w2, matched by the states qi: when gi finishes the work 
in the state qi, g~ starts the work from the same state, finishing the work in a final state 
of 9.) 
If L is linear, then each language gi(Lc) and g~(L), l<~i<~r, is linear. Conse- 
quently, if we denote by LIN 2 the family of languages which can be written as finite 
unions of concatenations of two linear languages, then we obtain a(L) E LIN 2, hence 
splicereg(LIN ) C LIN 2. However, LIN 2 is a proper subfamily of CF: languages in LIN 2 
have the index at most two. (The index of a language, [1,10], is the maximum num- 
ber of non-terminal occurrences in the sentential forms of derivations of strings in the 
considered language, taking the most economical grammar from this point of view: if 
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G = (N,T,S,P)  is a grammar, then its index is 
i nd(G)= max min { max IWilN I D: S = wl ~ Wz ~ ""  ~ Wm = W}, 
wEL(G) DED(w,G) l <~i<~m 
where D(w,G) is the set of derivations of  w in G and IWilu is the number of non- 
terminal occurrences in wi. Then, for a language L E CF, indcF(L) = min{ind(G) I
L = L(G), G a context-free grammar}.) 
Because there are context-free languages of arbitrarily large index (see [10]), even 
of infinite index, [20], the inclusion splicereo(LIN) C CF is proper. 
In order to complete the proof, it is enough to prove that splicek(LIN)c 
aplicek+l(LIN ) is a proper inclusion for every k~> 1. 
Consider the language 
Lk = {bkanbnambma k [ n,m>~k}, k >~ 1. 
It is not a linear language, but we have L = ~r0(L0) for 
Lo ---- {bkanbnakbk a  [ n>~k} 
U{ bkakbkambmak I m >~k}, 
a0 = ({a, b}, {bk+l#akb$abk#ak+l}), 
hence L E splicek+l(LIN) (the splicing rule in a0 can be used in only one position, 
for strings bkanbnakbka  and bkakbkambma k in L0,n,m ~k) .  
Assume that L E splicek(LIN), hence L = a(U)  for some U E LIN and a = (A,R) 
a k-limited splicing scheme. The language U must be infinite and U c_ L. 
For w = bkanbnambma k in L denote 
Ml(w) = n, M2(w) = m, 
and extend this notation to subsets L" of  L by 
Mi(L") = {M/(w) I w E L"}, i = 1,2. 
The sets Mi(L), i = 1,2, are infinite. Indeed, assume that one of M/(U), i = 1,2, is 
a finite set, for instance M1(U) (the case of  M2(U) is similar). If w E a(wl,w:) ,  for 
wl, w2 E U, then from the form of strings wl, w2 we have 
Mi(w)<~ max{Mi (w j ) [ j  = 1,2}, i = 1,2. 
This implies that 
max{Ml(w) I w E L}~< max{Ml(w) ] w E L'}, 
therefore MI(L) is finite, a contradiction. 
Consequently, there are strings wl = bkanbnambma k, w2 = bkan'bn'arn'bm'a k in L' 
with arbitrarily large n and m ~ and m, n~ k. Take such strings with n, m~>~ m+ n~> 2k 
and consider a splicing rule Ul#U2$U3#U4 in R. Irrespective of the form of ul, u2, u3, u4, 
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both ulu2 and U3U 4 are substrings of both W 1 and w2 (hence O'(Wl,W2) and O'(W2, Wl) 
are non-empty sets). 
I f  ulu2 appears twice in one of Wl,W2, or u3u 4 appears twice in one of wl,w2, 
then the corresponding set a(wl,w2), a(w2, Wl) contains at least two different strings 
and, clearly, all but one such strings are parasitic. Hence Wl, w2 contain exactly one 
occurrence of each u~u2 and u3u4. Because lui] ~<k, 1~<i~<4, this is possible only when 
UlU2 is not a substring of the suffix bkambma k of wl (otherwise it appears also in the 
prefix bkanbna m of Wl, because n > m >~ k) and U3U 4 is not a substring of the prefix 
bkan'bn'a k of WE (otherwise it appears also in the suffix bn'am'bm'a k of w2, because 
m' > n ~ ~k).  This implies that when constructing the string O'(W1,W2) we use a prefix 
of Wl which is a proper prefix of bkanb n and a suffix of w2 which is a proper suffix of 
am'bm'a k. The result is clearly a string not in L. In conclusion, the equality L = a(U) 
cannot hold, a contradiction which completes the proof. [] 
For w E A*, denote by Pref(w) the set of all prefixes of w, Pref(w) = {u E A* [ 
w = uv, v E A*}. For L CA*, define 
Pref(L)  = {u I u E Pref(w), w E L}. 
Lemma 4. I f  F is a family of languages closed under union with sin#leton languages, 
intersection with regular sets and unary spliein9 operation, then F is closed under the 
operation Pref 
Proof. Take L E F,L C_ A*, for F a family as above, consider a new symbol c ~ A, 
and the unary splicing scheme 
a = (A U {e}, {2#2Sc#2}). 
Then 
Pref(L)  = A* n a(L U {c}). 
Indeed, a(x, y) is defined only for y = c and clearly ~(x, c) = Pref(x). The inter- 
section with A* has the role of removing the string c from a(L U {c}), thus preserving 
only the strings in Pref(L). [] 
Theorem 4. CS cspficel (CS ) c_ spfice2( CS) C_. . .Csplice fin( CS)C splicereo( CS); more- 
over, every lanouage L ERE, L C_A*, can be written in the form L = A* M a(Lo), for 
Lo E CS and a a unary spficin9 scheme. 
Proof. The inclusions are known. The first one is proper, because the family CS is 
not closed under the operation Pref.  
Indeed, according to Theorem 9.9 in [21], for every language L E RE, L CA*, there 
is a language L'C_ Lba*, for a, b ~ A, such that L t E CS and for each w E L there 
is a string wbai, i>~O, in L'. (In fact, in [21] one construct L' C a*bL, but the above- 
mentioned variant can be easily obtained by a slight modification of the proof in [21].) 
Therefore Pref(L')  M A*b = Lb, which is not in the family CS when L ~ CS. 
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Moreover, for languages L,U as above, we can construct he unary splicing scheme 
a = (A U {a, b,c}, {2#b$c#2}), 
where c is a new symbol, c ~ A U {a,b}. We have the equality 
L = A* N a(L' U {c}). 
Indeed, each string in U is of the form wbai, w E L,i>~O, hence ~r(x,y) is defined 
only for x E L', y -- c. Clearly, a(wba i, c) = w. The intersection with A* removes the 
parasitic string c, as well as all strings in U. The language L0 = L' U {c} is trivially 
context-sensitive. 
Although so different (situated at the ends of infinite hierarchies), the families 
splicel(LIN ) and splicefin(LIN ) are identical modulo an intersection with a regular 
set. 
Theorem 5. I f  F is a family of languages closed under union and non-erasin9 sm, 
then every L E splicefin(F) can be written in the form L = A* NU, L' E splicel(F). 
Proof. Let L C_A*,L = a0(L0), for Lo E F,F a family as stated above, a0 = (A,R) 
a finite splicing scheme. Assume the rules in R labelled in a one-to-one manner, q: 
Ul#U2$U3#U 4. It is easy to see that we can construct a gsm 9 which transforms every 
string of  the form w = xulu2y into w / = xulql,2u2y and every string of the form 
w = xu3u4y into w' = xu3q3,4u4y , for q: ul#u2$u3#u4 E R, where ql,2,q3,4 are new 
symbols associated to the splicing rule with the label q. (Because R is finite, the set 
of  such new symbols is finite.) Then 
for 
L=ao(Lo)=A*  n a(9(Lo) ULo), 
O" = (A U {ql,2, q3,4 I q: Ul#U2$U3#U4 E R},R'), 
Rt = {J[#ql,25q3,4 #~]" I q: Ul#U2$U3#U4 E R}. 
Clearly, a(xulql,2u2y, xtu3q3,au4y I) = {XUluayt} Cao(xulu2y,  xtu3uay t) and, con- 
versely, for each XUluay t E 60(XUlU2y, xtu3uay t) we find wl,w2 E 9(L0) such that 
{XUluay I} = o'(wl,w2). Moreover, no string in L0 can participate to a splicing with 
respect o or. The intersection with A* selects the strings in Lo as well as those obtained 
by an effective splicing with respect o a (they contain no symbol outside A). Thus, 
we have the equality. [] 
Open problems. Are the inclusion splicefin(LIN ) C splicereg(LIN ) proper ? (We believe 
that the answer is negative.) Are the inclusions in Theorem 4 (other than the first one) 
proper ? Can the result in Theorem 5 be extended to languages in splicereo(F ) ? (Can 
each language in splicereg(F ) be represented in a "simple" way starting from languages 
in splicel(F ) ?) 
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4. The power of iterated splicing 
Theorem 6. REG = splice*~(REG), ~ E {f in} U N. 
Proof. The inclusions REGCsplicel(REG)C_splice~(REG)C_ . . . _sphcef i  " * (REG) C_ 
splicer*eg (REG) were already pointed out. The inclusion splice*fin(REG) C_ REG is 
proved in [3] and the proof is considerably simplified in [18] (Theorem 2.1). [] 
Note the unexpected equality splicel(REG ) = splice*fi,(REG), which shows once 
more how involved the iterated splicing operation is (when starting from regular lan- 
guages). The following result confirms this assertion and it also shows that the result 
in [3,18] cannot be extended to regular splicing schemes. 
Theorem 7. splice~eo(FIN ) - L IN¢  O. 
Proof. Consider the splicing scheme cr = (V,R), with 
V = {a,b, cl,c2, c3,c4}, 
R = R1 UR2 (-JR3 UR4 URs, 
R~ = c3a#c4$cl#a+b+c2, 
R2 = c3a+ b+ #c2$c4#bc3, 
R3 = Cl#C4$c3#a+b+ c3,
R4 = cla+b+#c3$c4#c2, 
R5 = cla+ b+ #cz$cl#a+ b + c2. 
Obviously, R E REG. Consider also the finite language 
L = {clabc2, c3ac4, c4bc3, ¢I¢4, ¢4¢2}. 
All strings in L are of the form cixcj, for some 1 <~i,j<<.4 and x ~ {a,b}*. All the 
rules in R are of  the form cixl#cj$ck#x2cl, for some 1 <~i,j,k, l<~4 and Xl,X2 E {a,b}*. 
Therefore, all the strings in o-*(L) will be of  the form CsWet, for some 1 <~s,t<~4,w E 
{a,b}*. 
All rules in R1 UR2 UR3 UR4 involve a string in L and a string cixcj, l<~i,j<~3. 
The only string of this form in L is clabC2, hence we must start by applying a rule 
from Ra. Assume we use a rule in R1 for some clanbmc2, n,m>>-I (initially we have 
n = m = 1). We obtain c3an+lbmc2. To such a string only a rule in R2 can be applied, 
splicing it with c4bc3 in L. We obtain c3an+lbm+lc3. Now, only a rule in R3 can be 
used: (cl c4, c3a n+l b m+l c3) ~- cl a n+l b m+l ca. The only posibility is to continue by using 
a rule in R4, and we get the string clan+lbm+lc2. We have retumed to a string as that 
we have started with, but with exactly one more occurrence of a and b. Iterating this 
procedure, we can obtain cla~+Sbm+sc2 for all s~> 1. Because we start with n = m = 1, 
we obtain in fact ClaPbP¢2, p>~ 1 (for p = 1 we have already Clabc2 in L). 
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Therefore, every string clanbnc2,n~ l, is in ¢r*(L) and, conversely, if clanbmc2 is in 
~r*(L), then we must have n = m. 
Any two strings of  the form clxc2 can be spliced using a rule in Rs: 
(clanbnc2, clarnbmc2) [-- clanbnambmc2" 
No fiarther splicing can involve such a string. 
In conclusion, 
a*(L) A ela+b+a+b+c2 = {clanbnambmc2 ] n ,m~ 1}, 
and this is not a linear language. As LIN is closed under intersection with regular 
languages, it follows that a*(L) ~ LIN. [] 
Theorem 7. FIN C splice~ (FIN) C splice~(FIN) C . . . C splice~.in(FIN ) C REG; REG - 
splicer*~o(FIN) ¢ O. 
Proof. For 
a = ({a, b, c}, {b#cSa#b}), 
we have 
a*({abc}) = {abnc I n~ 1}. 
Indeed, for x = abic, y = atdc, i,j>~l (initially we have x = y = abc), we obtain 
a(xy) = {abi+Jc}, hence a*( {abc} ) C_{abne l n >>-. 1}. Conversely, abc C a*( {abc} ) and 
abi+ lc = G( ab' c, abc ), i >>. 1, hence { abn c I n ~ 1} C_ a* ( { abc } ), too. 
For k ~> 1, consider the language 
Lk = {aZkb2kanbZka 2k I n>-2k + 1}. 
• * * ! 
It belongs to sphcek+l(FIN), because Lk = ~ro(Lk), for 
L Ik = { aZk b Zk a2k + Z b Zk a2k } , 
~r0 = ({a, b}, {a~+l#ak$ak+l#ak}). 
(The splicing rule can be used only for the central subword a" of strings in Lk, starting 
with n = 2k ÷ 2, and we can obtain strings with both n - 1 and n + 1 occurrences of 
a in this central substring, hence the equality Lk = a~(L~).) 
Assume that Lk G splice*k(FIN), that is L• = if* (L k,t) for some finite language Lk 
and a = (A,R) a k-limited splicing scheme. Take a rule ua#u2$u3#u4 in R and two 
strings in L~ ~ to which this rule can be applied, Wl = aZkbZkanbZka 2k,n >~2k + 1, and 
w2 = aZkb2kambZkaZk, m~2k + 1, with ulu2 a substring of Wl and u3u4 a substring of  
w2. As lUlU21 ~2k, lu3u41 <<.2k, the string UlU2 appears at least twice in Wl and u3u4 
appears at least twice in w2. Therefore ~r(wl,w2) contains at least four strings, and 
at least one of them is not sin L, a contradiction which proves the strictness of the 
inclusion splice* k (FIN) C splice*k+ 1 (FIN). 
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Consider now the regular language 
L = (ab) + U (ha) + 
and assume that L = a*(Lo) for L0 E FIN, a = (A,R) a regular splicing scheme. 
Because LoCa*(Lo) we must have LoCL and A = {a,b}. In order to produce a 
string w = (ab) n with arbitrarily large n we need two strings x, y E L and a splicing 
rule Ul#U2$U3#U 4 E R such that x = UUlU2V, y : utu3u41) t and w = UUlUnV t. This 
implies that x starts with the symbol a and y ends with the symbol b, hence x, y E 
(ab) +. However, x ~ = bxa is in L and x ~ -- buulu2va, hence bUUlU4V t E cr(x~,y). This 
string starts and ends by b, hence it is not in L, a contradiction to the equality L = 
o'*(Lo). [] 
Corollary. The families splice~(FIN), ~E {reg, f in} U N, are not closed under union, 
non-erasing morphisms, and intersection with regular sets. 
ProoL Consider the splicing scheme 
a = ({a, b}, {a#b$a#b}). 
We have a*({abab}) = (ab) +, hence (ab) + E splice~(FIN). Similarly, (ba) + E 
splice~(FIN). The union of  these languages is not in splicer*o(FIN), hence the as- 
sertion for union. 
For the scheme 
a = ({a, b}, {2#252#2}), 
we obviously have 
{a,b }* : ~r*( {a,b} ), 
hence {a,b}* E splice~(FIN). This implies the non-closure under intersection with 
regular sets. 
Finally, for the splicing scheme 
= ({a, b}, {a#252#a, b#252#b}) 
we obtain 
a + U b + = a*({a,b}). 
Using the morphism h defined by h(a) = ab, h(b) = ba we obtain h (a+U b +) = 
(ab) + U (ba) +, hence the non-closure under morphisms. [] 
However, the families splice*~(FIN),~ E {reg, f in} U N, are "almost equal" with 
REG. 
Theorem 9. Every regular language is a coding of a language in the family splice~ 
(FIN). 
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Proof. Let L E REG be generated by a regular grammar G = (N, T, S, P), hence with 
the rules in P of the forms X --~ aY, X ~ a, for X, Y E N,a E T (possibly also S ~ )v 
if 2 E L). Consider the alphabet 
A = {[X ,a ,Y ] ]X  ---+ aY EP,  X ,Y  EN,  a C T} 
U{[X,a,.]  IX  ~aEP ,  X EN,  a E T}, 
the splicing scheme 
a = (A,{[X,a,Y]#2$2#[Y,b,Z] I [X,a,Y] , [Y,b,Z ] E A} 
U{[X,a, Y]#2$2#[Y,b,*] I IX, a, Y],[Y,b,*] E A}), 
the finite language 
Lo = (L A {2 } ) U {[S,a, *] I S ~ a E P} 
U{ [Xb al ,Xz ][Xz, a2,X3 ] . . . [Xk, ak,Xk + l ][Xk + l, ak + l , *] I 
k>~ 1, X1 = S, Xi ~ aiXi+l E P, 1 <~i<~k, Xk+l ~ ak+l, 
and for no 1 ~< il < i2 < i3 ~< k we have 
[A~fi,ai,,Yi,+l] = [Yi2,ai2,X/2+l] = [X/3,ai3,Xi3+l] } 
(we can have at most pairs of  equal symbols in a string of L0, but no triples of equal 
symbols); consider also the coding h : A ----* T defined by 
h( [X ,a ,Y ] )=h( [X ,a , * ] )=a,  X, Y E N, aE  T. 
We have the relation 
L = h(a*(Lo)). 
Indeed, each string in L0 corresponds to a derivation in G and if x, y are strings 
in ~*(L0) describing derivations in G, x = Xl[X,a, Y][Y,d, Zt]x2 and y = y l [X ' ,b  ~, Y] 
[Y,b,Z]y2, then z = xl[X,a,Y][Y,b,Z]y2 E ~(x,y)  and obviously z corresponds to a 
derivation in G, too. The coding h associates to such a string w describing a derivation 
in G the string h(w) generated by this derivation. Consequently, h(~*(L0))C_ L. 
Conversely, consider the strings in A* describing derivations in G. Such strings w 
of length less than two are in L0 hence in a*(L0). Assume that all such strings of 
length less than some n~>2 are in ~*(L0) and consider a string w of the smallest 
length greater than n for which a derivation in G can be found. I f  w E Lo, then 
w E a*(L0). If w ~ L0 it follows that w contains a symbol [X,a, Y] on three different 
positions: 
w = wl[X,a, Y]w2[X,a, Y]w3[X,a, Y]w4. 
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Then 
w' = wl[X,a, Y]w2[X,a, Y]w4, 
w" ---- wl [Y, a, Y]w3 [X, a, Y]w4 
describe correct derivations in G and Iwtl < Iw[,Iw"l < [w[, hence w' ,w"E  cr*(Lo). 
From the form of w~,w" and of splicing rules of a we have w E a(w~,w"), hence 
w E ~r*(L0), too. 
For each derivation in G we find a string w E a*(L0) such that h(w) is exactly the 
string generated by this derivation. In conclusion, L C_ h(a*(L0)) (the null string, if it 
appears in L, is introduced in L0). [] 
A result similar to the previous theorem appears in [7] (with the proof corrected 
in [8]), but we have given here a complete proof both for the sake of completeness 
and because our proof is different from that in [7,8] (where one starts from a finite 
automaton, not from a regular grammar). 
Lemma 5. I f  a family F of lanouaoes is closed under concatenation with symbols, 
finite substitutions, restricted morphisms, intersection with regular sets, and iterated 
unary splicin9, then F is also closed under simple unary splicing. 
Proof. Let o- = (A,R) be a unary splicing scheme, consider the new symbols e,c t ~ A 
and for each a E A consider a new symbol, d ;  denote A t = {a t I a E A} and define 
the finite substitution 
s : A U {e} , 2 AuA'u{c'c'}, 
s(a) = {a,a'}, a E A, 
s (c )  = {c ,c '} ,  
the regular set 
E = {c}A*{c} U {c}A*(A' U {c'})2A*{c), 
the morphism 
h:AUA'U{c ,c '}  ,AU{2) ,  
h(a) = h(a') = a, a E A, 
h(c)  = h(c ' )  = ,~, 
and the splicing scheme cr t = (A UW U {c, ct},R ~) with 
Rt= {atl#u$v#a~ I al#uSv#a2 E R, al,a2 E A,u ,v  E A U {2}, or 
2#u$v#a2 E R, a2 E A,u,v E A U {2},a', E A t U {c'}, or 
al#u$v#2 E R, al E A,u,v E A U {2},a~ E A t U {e'}, or 
t t 2#u$v#2 E R,u,v E A U {2},al,a 2 E A t U {e'}}. 
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Then, for L_CA*, we have 
a(L) = h(at*(s(cLc)) M E). 
Indeed, the use of each splicing rule UI#U2SU3#U 4 in R can be simulated by a rule 
in R t (including those with Ul = 2 or u4 = 2), because we add the symbol c at the 
ends of  strings in L and when ul = 2 or u4 = 2, R t contains all splicing rules with 
each a t E A t and c t on the corresponding positions. Using a splicing rule a it #u$v#a 2t 
in R ~ leads to a string containing the symbols d! and a~. If a string contains one or 
more than two primed symbols, then the intersection with E removes it. Consequently, 
from at*(s(cLc)) we retain only the strings obtained by no splicing (those in cLc or 
in s(cLc) containing two primed symbols introduced by s) or by exactly one splicing 
(if more splicings are done, but on the same position, hence not increasing the number 
of  primed symbols - this is possible when rules of  the form d#2$2#b t appear in R t - 
the result is the same as when having only one splicing, between the first and the last 
involved string). Erasing the auxiliary symbols c, c t and replacing a t by a, we obtain a 
string in or(L). Conversely, every string in a(L) can be obtained in this way, hence the 
equality. Because the morphism h erases at most four symbols c, c t, it is a restricted 
one (over any subset of E). [] 
Theorem 10. F C splice*~(F), for all c~ E {reg, f in} U N,F  E {LIN, CS}. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the similar relations proved in Theorems 3 and 4, and 
of Lemma 5. [] 
The non-closure of  LIN under the iterated splicing operations follows also from the 
next result. 
Lemma 6. I f  a family F of languages is closed under concatenation with symbols, 
morphisms, and iterated unary splicing, then F is closed under Kleene .. 
Proof. Take L-CA*,L E F, for F as above, consider a new symbol c q~ A, the 
morphism 
h :A  U {c} , A U {2}, 
h(a)=a,  aEA,  
h(e)  = 2, 
and the splicing scheme 
= (A u {c}, {c#,~Sc#,~}). 
Then we have 
L* = h(~*(cLc ) ) .  
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All the strings in a*(cLc) different from c are of  the form CXlCX2...cxkc, for 
xi E L, l<.i<<.k, k>~l (this can be easily seen) and for each xl . . . . .  xk E L we get 
cxacx2 ...cxkc in a*(cLc), hence the equality follows (c E a(cLc), hence 2 E h(a* 
(cLc))). [] 
The following important "reciprocal" of  the previous result is also true. 
Lemma 7. I f  a family F of languages is closed under union, concatenation, Kleene 
+, and arbitrary 9sm mappings, then F is closed under iterated unary splicing. 
Proofi Let L C A*,L E F, for a family F as above, and consider a splicing scheme 
a = (A,R). I f  R contains rules Ul•UzSU3#U4 with some of ul,u2, u3,u4 empty, then 
we proceed as in the proof of  Lemma 5: take a new symbol c ~ A and construct 
a'  = (A U {c},R t) with R' containing all rules ' ' ' Ul#U2$U3#U 4 for Ul•UzSU3•U 4 in R, with 
u~ = ui if ui ¢ 2 and u~ taking all values in A U {c} if ui = 2, 1 ~<i~<4. For the 
morphism h which erases c and leaves the symbols of  A unchanged, we have 
~*(L) = h(~'*(cLc)). 
A morphism can be simulated by a gsm, hence if ~r~*(cLc) E F, then a*(L) E F. 
Therefore, without loss of  the generality, we may consider only the case of splicing 
schemes with rules of  the form ul#u2$u3#u4 with ui E A, 1 ~<i~<4. Assume that this is 
the case with the original splicing scheme a = (A,R). 
For such a, consider the sets 
M = {ab ] a#b$d#e E R, or d#e$a#b E R, a,b,d,e E A}, 
ML = {ab E M ] a*(L) MA*{ab}A* ¢ ~}. 
Thus, M is the set of all spliein9 pairs appearing in the rules of  R and ML is the set of  
useful splicing pairs with respect o L. The set Mz can be algorithmically constructed 
as follows. Define 
Mo = {ab E M J L r-1 A* {ab}A* ¢ ~}, 
Mi+l = Mi U {ae E M [ a#b$d#e E R, ab, de E Mi}, i>.O. 
Because Mi C_Mi+l,i>>.O, and Mi C_M for all i, there is i0 such that Mio = Mio+j, j>>.O. 
The set ML is equal with Mi0, for i0 the smallest integer with the previous property. 
For the splicing scheme a t = (A, R0) with 
Ro = {a#b$c#d E R I ab, cd E ML}, 
we clearly have ~*(L) = a'*(L). We complete now R0 to a set Rc as follows: for 
i >i 0, define 
R,+, = R, u Rl') u Rl ) u 
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for 
RI 1) = {a#b$e#f l a#b$c#d E Ri, a#d$e#f E R,}, 
RI 2) = {a#b$e#f l a#b$c# f E ei, c#d$e#f E Ri}, 
RI 3) -- {a#b$c'#d' l a#b$c#d E Ri, a'#bt$c'#d E Ri, 
a#d$d#d I E Ri}. 
Because Ri C_ Ri+l, i >~ O, and Ri C_ A#A$A#A for all i/> 1, there is jo such that Rj,, = 
Rio+k for all k ~> 0. Then Rc = Rio for the smallest jo as above. 
Consider now the splicing schemes ai = (A,Ri), for l<~i<~jo. 
Assertion 1. a~ (L) = a~" (L), i/> 1. 
Because R i ~Ri+I,  the inclusions a~(L)C_ a~+1(L ) are obvious for all i. 
Conversely, take a string w E ai*+l(L), for some i~>l. If w E L, then w E cr~'(L). 
Assume that all strings in a~+l(L ) which can be obtained by at most n,n>~O, splicing 
operations (with respect to rules in Ri+I) are in a~(L). Take w E a~+l(L) for which 
n + 1 splicing operations are done. Take wl,w2 E crT+l(L) obtained by at most n 
splicings and such that w E 6i+I(WI,W2). We have W1,W2 ~ aT(L). I f  w = ZlUlU42 ~ for 
Wl = 21UlU22"2, W2 = 2tlU3Ua2~, and Ul#U2$U3#U4 E Ri+I, we distinguish more cases: 
l UI#U2$U3#U4 E Ri; then clearly w ~ ~r*(L); 
2. ul#u2$u3#u4 is introduced through the set RI l) when passing from Ri to Ri+I, 
for Ul#U2$U5#U 6 E Ri, Ul#U6$U3#U4 E Ri', then, because all pairs UlU2,U5U6, UlU6, U3bt4 
are useful, there is a string w3 E a*(L) = a~(L) of the form w3 = y~u5u6Y2. Then 
ZlUlU6Y2 E 6i(Wl,W3), by the rule Ul#U2$Us#U6 and zlulu4z~ E ~ri(ZlUlU6Y2,W2) by the 
rule UI#U6$U3#U 4. In conclusion, w E a*(L). 
3. u~#u2$ua#u4 is introduced through RI 2) when passing from Ri to Ri+I, for 
Ul#U2$U5#U4 E Ri, u5#u6$u3#u4 E Ri; as above, we find w E aT(L), via an intermediate 
string. 
4. Ul#U2$U3#R4 is introduced through R} 3) when passing from Ri to Ri+l, for 
UI#U2$U5#U 6 E Ri, u7#u85u3#u4 E Ri, Ul#U6$U7#U4 C Ri. Because u5u 6 and bt7U 8 are 
useful pairs, there are w3 = ylu5u6Y2 and w4 = ytlu7usy ~ in a*(L) = a~(L). Then 
from wl and w3, by the rule Ul#U2$U5#U6, we get ZlUlU6y2 and from w4 and w2, by 
the rule u7#u85u3#u4, we get jlU7U4Z~. Now, from ZlUlU6Y2 and YtlU7U4Z~, by the rule 
Ul#U6$U7#U4, we get zluluaz~ = w, consequently w E 6?(L). 
Consequently, a'*(L) = o~(L) = a~(L), where ac = (A,Rc). 
Assertion 2. For every strin9 w E a~(L ) -  L there are w 1 . . . . .  w k E L such that 
w ~ a(~r(...~(~r(wl,w2),w3) . . . .  ),wn). 
(We start by applying a splicing operation to two strings in L, then we continue by 
splicing the result of the previous operation with a string in L, hence at every step the 
second used string is from L.) 
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The assertion will be proved if the following assertion would be proved. 
Assertion 2'. I f  w E a(wt, wt') for  w' E ~(ff(...tT(tT(Xl,X2),x3) . . . .  ) ,Xp) and wt' E 
a(cr(. . .a(tr(yl ,y2),y3) . . . . ),yq), for  xi, yi E L for  all i, then there are zl . . . . .  zr in L 
such that w E cr(cr(. . cr(~r(zbz2 ),Za ),. . .),zr ). 
Indeed, having an arbitrary expression for w E ab(L), involving operations a applied 
in some given order specified by parentheses, we can start from the most internal 
parenthesis and applying Assertion 2' we replace it by a sequence as in Assertion 
2. Continuing in this way we eventually obtain a sequence as in Assertion 2 for the 
specified string w. 
Now, Assertion 2' can be proved using the fact that Rc is complete, in the sense 
used when constructing it, by examining the places where the splicing occurs. 
Examine first the splicing places used when constructing w~ and w" in the statement 
of Assertion 2 ~. If, for example, the ( i+ 1 )th splicing in obtaining w t is done in the left 
of the place of the ith splicing, then the ith splicing is useless. If the two splicings are 
done on the same position, then a completion rule exists in Rc, making again useless 
the ith splicing. Consequently, we may assume that the (i + 1)th splicing is done in 
the right of the ith splicing, hence each used string of L contributes with a non-empty 
substring to the corresponding string wt,w" (see Fig. 1 for an intuitive representation 
of a particular case: p = 5). 
Then, starting from two strings constructed by "staired" splicings as in Fig. 1, when 
we jump from a point A of the first "stair" to a point B of the second "stair" (according 
to a splicing rule), we can have four cases: 
(1) neither A nor B are splicing points; a combinations of the two stairs can be 
obtained using a splicing rule in R0, continuing the first stair from the point A as 
indicated by the second stair, from the point B to the end (see Fig. 2); the end of the 
first stair and the beginning of the second one are skipped. 
(2) A is a splicing point on the first stair, but B is not a splicing point on the 
second one; then there is a completion rule in Rc of the type a#b$e#f,  introduced by 
some RI 1) for a#b$c#d, a#d$e#f  already present in Ri (the first rule is used in the 
first stair). Using this completion rule, we can jump from the point above A in the 
first stair (A t) to the point B on the second stair, as in Fig. 3 (the end of the first stair 
and the beginning of the second one are again skipped). 
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(3) A is not a splicing point on the first stair, but B is a splicing point on the second 
stair; then we use the completion rule of the type a#b$e#f introduced by some R~ 2) 
for a#b$c#f and c#d$e#f already existing in Ri, and we have the situation described 
by Fig. 4. 
(4) both A and B are splicing points; then we use the completion rule of the form 
a#b$c'#d' introduced by some R~ 3) for a#b$c#d, a'#b'$c'#d I, a#d$a'#d' already exist- 
ing in Ri and we proceed as suggested by Fig. 5. 
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In all cases, a new stair is obtained (hence an expression involving splicing operations 
on positions going from the left to the right in the produced string). The reader may 
try to formalize this intuitive argument, hus obtaining a formal proof of Assertion 2 ~, 
and hence of Assertion 2. 
Now, as a consequence of Assertions 1 and 2, and of the previous discussion, we 
obtain that a string w is in t ry (L ) -L  if and only if there are Wl,W2 . . . . .  wn E L, n >~ 1, 
such that either points 1, 2, 3, 4 or point 5 below hold: 
1. Wl = u la~b~zl ,  Wn = Unanbnzn, 
2. wi = uiaibi l3ia~b~zi,  2<~i<~n -- 1, 
3. a~#b~$ai+l#bi+l ERc ,  1 <<.i<<.n - 1, 
I ! ! ! 
4. W = u la lb2V2a2b3v3a 3 . . .  bn_ lVn_ lan_ lbnZn,  
5. wi = uiaicib~zi for some 2 <<. i <~ n - 1, where ci E A and the corresponding rules 
in Ri as in point 3 have bi = ci -- a~; then biuia~ in the writing of w at point 4 is 
replaced by ci. 
Consequently, the string w E a~(L) -  L can be obtained from the concatenation 
wlcw2c . . . cwn,  where c ~ A is a new symbol, by applying a gsm 9 which works as 
follows: 
- start scanning wl; non-deterministically, start to identify the left pair of a splicing 
rule in Rc,  a#b$e# f ; 
- from the symbol b to the first occurrence of the marker c, then away till an occur- 
rence of e, erase all symbols; the next symbol must be f and it is retained; 
- go to the fight preserving all symbols till non-deterministically start to identify the 
left pair of a splicing rule in Rc; proceed as at the previous step, and iterate this 
procedure; 
- non-deterministically, after erasing some marker c, decide that this is the last one, 
erase all symbols till the first letter of the right pair of the current splicing rule, 
identify the second letter and leave unchanged all further symbols (no one of them 
can be equal to c, however). 
The procedure described above can be illustrated as in Fig. 6 (see also the proof of 
Lemma 2). 
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Allow also to the gsm g to pass over strings containing no occurrence of c and 
leaving all symbols unchanged• Then we have 
a~(L) = g(L U (Lc)+L). 
From the closure properties of the family F, we obtain cry(L) E F, which concludes 
the proof. [] 
Theorem 11. CF = splice~ ( CF ). 
Proofi The inclusion CF C splice~(CF) is known, the opposite inclusion follows from 
Lemma 7. [] 
Of course, Lemma 7 also implies REG = splice~(REG), but this is only a particular 
case of the result in [3, 18]. 
• * C " * Open problems. Which of the following inclusions are proper: sphcefin(FIN) _ sphce,.ea 
(FIN), splice~ (F) C splice~(F) C . . . C splice*fin(F) C splicer*egF), for F c {Lm, CS}, 
C " * C " * CF_ sphcefin(CF ) _ sphcereg(CF ) ? We conjecture that the last two inclusions are in 
fact equalities. How large are the families splicer*~q(F), for F E {FIN, REG, CF} ? 
5. Final remarks 
We have considered here only the closure properties of families in Chomsky hierar- 
chy. What about other families, for instance those of languages obtained by regulated 
rewriting ? Let us briefly consider the families MA T, MAT ~, MA Tac, of languages gener- 
ated by 2-free matrix grammars, arbitrary matrix grammars, always without appearance 
checking, and by 2-free matrix grammars with appearance checking, respectively [4]. 
It is known that CFCMATCMATacCCS,  MAT ~" cRE,  all inclusions being proper. 
Because MAT ~ has the closure properties in Lemma 2, it is closed under unary, finite 
and regular splicing operations. Probably the families MAT, MATao are not closed un- 
der simple splicing (hence neither under iterated splicing): they are not closed under 
erasing morphisms, hence probably also not under Pref ;  it is also believed that the 
families MAT, MAT ~ are not closed under Kleene +. 
The usual AFL operations have been introduced in the frame of Chomsky grammars 
and languages tudy. This explains, for instance, the poor closure properties of families 
of languages generated by non-Chomskian grammars, such as L systems and Marcus 
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contextual grammars [15], which are not based on rewriting non-terminals (the reader 
can find details in [13,19,17]). What about the closure properties of L language or 
contextual language families? We hope to return to this topic (the L systems were 
introduced with biological motivation, hence it is quite natural to combine them with 
splicing features). 
Many further language theoretic problems can be formulated for the splicing opera- 
tions. We list here some natural such questions: 
1. Decidability questions: For instance, given a context-free grammar G, can we 
decide whether or not L(G) C splicek(LIN) or L(G) E splice~(LIN), for given k ? 
2. The above parameter k (the maximal length of a string ui, 1 ~<i ~<4, in rules 
Ul#UzSU3#U 4 of a splicing scheme) can be considered a descriptional complexity mea- 
sure, in the sense of [10]. In this framework, in the proofs of Theorems 3, 4 and 7 
we have also shown that this complexity measure is connected (for every n there is a 
language with complexity n) for the corresponding families of languages. What about 
other problems pecific to descriptional complexity measures and considered for this 
parameter k? What about other parameters describing the size of splicing schemes, such 
as the cardinality of R in the case of finite schemes or complexity measures for regular 
languages in the case of regular splicing schemes (the star height, for instance)? 
3. A classification of splicing schemes can also be introduced by considering splicing 
schemes with equalities: a rule Ul#U2$U3#U4 is said to be 1-equal (2-equal, 12-equal, 
respectively) if Ul = u3 (u2 = u4 and Ul = u3,u2 = u4, respectively). Such restrictions 
are expected to strictly decrease the power of (simple or iterated) splicing operations). 
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